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Why Is Gardening So 
Good For Our Mental 

Health?
1. Looking after plants gives us a 

sense of responsibility.
2. Gardening allows us all to be 

nurturers.
3. Gardening keeps us connected 

to other living things.
4. Gardening helps us relax and let 

go.
5. Being amongst plants and 

flowers reminds us to live in the 
present moment.

Plant of the Week
Dino kale - is an incredibly 
hearty cooking green with dark 
almost blue-green or even black-
green leaves and lots of earthy, nutty 
flavor. 

Look for the little vegetable garden in 
the courtyard.

6th, 7th, & 8th Grade Ecology Elective

Luke 8:15—But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering 
produce a crop. 

Activities in the Garden
The students spent their ecology 
class in the courtyard this week.  

We pruned and smelled one of our 
lemon grass plants.

We planted broccoli rabe around 
our statue and left the flowers on so 
the plant acts as a pollinator. 

Broccoli rabe is a superfood packed 
with vitamins and nutrients. The 
edible parts are the leaves, buds, 
and stems. The buds somewhat 
resemble broccoli, but do not form a 
large head. 

Did You Know?
Our ecology students work hard to 
beautify the gardens and make it a 
place of peace and beauty on our 
campus. 

We love to hear the younger 
students walk by and say, “That is 
so pretty.” Good job students!

More Activities
Have you noticed the beautiful 
shrimp plants in the courtyard?  
They are unique, so we decided to 
propagate them.  

Botanically, it's known as Justicia 
brandegeeana  - a syllable twister if 
I've ever seen one! It gets its 
common name, shrimp plant, from 
the shrimp-shaped bracts that 
appear at the edge of the 
leaves.  The bracts are usually 
either bronzy-red or light yellow. A 
healthy plant bears these bracts all 
year long.  

Parents, please join us on Wednesday mornings. We need volunteers!  http://signup.com/go/nHODWcA
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Get Inspired
Plant edible and pollinating plants at 
your home.

6th, 7th, & 8th Grade Ecology Elective

Luke 8:15—But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering 
produce a crop. 

Remember….

This is your garden! Invite students, 
teachers, faculty, and parents to 
taste what we are growing 
organically. Be proud of the 
successes  we have already 
achieved.

Benefits of Growing 
Your Own Food

¨ 100% organic (no chemicals)

¨ Health benefits when eating 
organic

¨ Save money on groceries

¨ Better tasting food

¨ Know the source of your food

¨ Engage more children’s interest 
in eating healthy

¨ Fresh herbs can improve 
flavors in cooking

¨ Good exercise

Media of the Week
Transplanting seedlings takes time, 
patience, and a gentle hand. 
Transplanting simply means moving 
a rooted plant from one place to 
another.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=sDui-oyp41g
Check out this video from 
“GrowingYourGreens!”

Parents, please join us on Wednesday mornings. We need volunteers!  http://signup.com/go/nHODWcA

Get Local Recipe:

Roasted Broccoli Rabe With Lemon, 
Chili Flakes, and Parmesan

Ingredients:
¨ 1 large bunch broccoli rabe, trimmed 

and cut into bite-size pieces

¨ 2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

¨Heaping 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt

¨Heaping 2 tablespoons grated 
parmesan cheese

¨ Juice of 1/4 lemon

¨Heaping 1/4 teaspoon red pepper 
flakes

Steps:

1. Preheat the oven to 425°F.

2. Toss the broccoli rabe with olive oil and 
salt in a large mixing bowl.

3. Spread in an even layer on 2 half-sheet 
pans — avoid piling pieces of broccoli 
rabe on top of each other, otherwise it'll 
steam rather than roast. 

4. Cook for about 10-15 minutes, rotating 
the pans halfway through, or until stems 
are green and leaves are crisp.

5. Add the broccoli rabe back to the mixing 
bowl, and toss with parmesan, lemon 
juice, and red pepper flakes.


